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**EXECUTIVE SUMMARY**

With the growing demand for power in urban areas and industries, underground cable systems are becoming an increasingly indispensable part of power transmission and distribution systems. With improved technologies and increased reliability, the cost differential between underground cables and overhead power lines is narrowing and utilities are acknowledging the benefits associated with underground cabling. This report will attempt to take a look at the key trends in the deployment of underground cables so far; analyse the plans and proposal of T&D utilities; examine new and evolving technology improvements and solutions being offered by the industry; as well as assess the key issues and challenges.

1. **T&D INDUSTRY OVERVIEW**

The T&D industry has been growing steadily with investments being made in system strengthening and capacity additions. This chapter gives an overview of the T&D industry and will focus on:
- Growth and Size of Existing T&D Networks
- Recent T&D Network Additions
- Projected T&D Network Additions
- Projected Capex (till 2022-23)
- Future Outlook
- Issues and Challenges

2. **MARKET SIZE AND GROWTH FOR UNDERGROUND CABLES**

Most of India’s T&D network continues to be strung overhead across the country; however, concerns about reliability and quality of supply are making utilities gradually replace their networks with underground lines. This chapter gives an overview on the new and emerging utility requirements in the underground cabling segment and will cover the following:
- Experience so far in T&D Networks
- Emerging Utility Requirements
  - Transmission
  - Distribution
- Major Projects Commissioned
  - Transmission
  - Distribution
- Major Projects Awarded/Under Construction
  - Transmission
  - Distribution
- Key Recent Tenders
- Issues and Challenges

3. **RECENT TRENDS AND ADVANCES**

Well-designed and well-installed underground cable systems are expected to have a service life of 30-40 years. Utility providers, transmission companies and cable manufacturers are hence, looking for new technologies and solutions to respond to new grid challenges. This chapter looks at the new and promising technologies, designs and solutions for underground cable networks.
- Design, Laying and Construction Processes
- Product and Technology Trends
- Market Trends and Developments (JVs/Acquisitions/Partnership Deals)
- Pricing and Cost Trends

4. **OPPORTUNITIES UNDER KEY CENTRAL/STATE GOVERNMENT PROGRAMMES**

Underground cables are an important part of several central government initiatives for improving T&D networks under IPDS. This chapter provides the details of plans and targets of works proposed to be taken up under various schemes.
- Snapshot of Key Government Programmes (IPDS, Green Energy Corridors, State Government Initiatives, etc.)
- Physical Targets for UG Cabling Works
- Funding Availability for UG Cabling Projects
- Issues and Concerns

5. **OPPORTUNITIES UNDER SMART CITIES MISSION**

The Smart Cities Mission offers significant opportunities for underground cabling in key cities. Some cities such as Indore, Belagavi, Dharamshala, Lucknow, Kanpur and Tirupati are implementing projects for setting up underground cabling network for utilities such as electric wires, water pipelines, stormwater drains, sewers and telecommunication cables. This chapter provides the details of plans and targets of works proposed to be taken up under various schemes.
- Snapshot of the Mission
- Physical Targets for UG Cabling Works
- Projects Completed so Far in Key Cities
- Projects Under Construction/ Awarded
- Proposed Projects
- Issues and concerns

6. **OUTLOOK AND PROJECTIONS (till 2022)**

This chapter will give a snapshot of the investments and physical targets proposed for underground cabling networks by transcos and discoms. The information presented in this chapter is based on both primary and secondary information collected from transcos and discoms.
- Growth Drivers for UG Cabling
- Expected Demand for UG Cables
- Plans and Targets of Utilities by Segment
  - Transmission
  - Distribution
- Budgeted Capital Expenditures on UG Cabling
- Future Outlook

7. **LEADING PLAYERS**

This chapter primarily focuses on the profiles of key vendors and technology providers for underground cabling. Each profile covers the following information:
- Brief Company Overview
- Key Product Offerings
- Existing Manufacturing Capacity
- Financial Performance
- Future Plans

---
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## Market Analysis, Key Trends and Outlook

### SECTION I: MARKET TRENDS AND ANALYSIS

#### 1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

#### 2. OVERVIEW
- LNG Value Chain
- Gas Demand Supply Scenario
- Role of LNG
- LNG Market Size and Growth
- Recent Trends and Developments
- Key Regulations
- Global LNG Scenario
- India's Geopolitical Relations with Key Importers
- Issues and Challenges
- Future Outlook

#### 3. DEMAND ANALYSIS
- Current Demand
  - Natural Gas Demand
  - LNG Demand
  - Unmet Demand
- Analysis by Consuming Segments
  - City Gas Distribution
  - Power
  - Fertilisers
  - Mining and Industrial

#### 4. SUPPLY ANALYSIS
- Domestic Gas Production Trends
- Import Trends
- Sourcing Countries
- Key LNG Contracts (Long-term and Spot)
- Recent Contract Renegotiations

#### 5. PRICING TRENDS AND FORECASTS
- Global LNG Pricing Trends
- Spot LNG Price Analysis
- Long-term Contract Pricing
- LNG Price Forecast

#### 6. OUTLOOK AND PROJECTIONS
- Growth Drivers
- Natural Gas Demand Projections by Consumer Segment
- Domestic Gas Production Projections
- LNG Demand Projections
- LNG Capacity Projections

### SECTION II: FOCUS ON LNG INFRASTRUCTURE

#### 7. EXISTING LNG TERMINALS
- Dahej
- Hazira
- Dabhol
- Kochi

#### 8. UPCOMING LNG TERMINALS
- Under Construction Terminals
  - Dhamra LNG Import Terminal
  - Ennore LNG Terminal
  - Jaigarh LNG Terminal
  - Pipavav LNG FSRU Import Terminal
- Proposed/Announced Terminals
  - Digha LNG FSRU Terminal
  - Gangavaram LNG Terminal
  - Port Blair FSRU Terminal
  - Hooghly LNG Terminal
  - Krishna Godavari LNG Import Floating Terminal
  - Kakinada Floating LNG FSRU Import Terminal
  - Kakinada LNG Terminal (GMR)
  - Krishnapatnam LNG FSRU Terminal
  - Mangalore LNG Terminal
  - Karawar LNG FSRU Terminal
- Market Opportunities for Key Players

#### 9. PIPELINE INFRASTRUCTURE
- Existing Pipeline Infrastructure
- Upcoming Pipeline Projects
- Issues and Challenges

### SECTION III: PROFILES OF MAJOR LNG EXPORTING COUNTRIES

#### 10. KEY COUNTRIES AND REGIONS
- Australia
- Qatar
- Russia
- US
- South America
- Nigeria
- Other MENA Countries
- Others
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  
   Solar plants are built to last 20-25 years. After the engineering procurement and construction period is completed, developers need to ensure that the operations and maintenance (O&M) activities are seamless for sustained energy generation over the project lifetime. The report will highlight the emerging opportunities in this space and the growing role of new technologies like automation and artificial intelligence.

2. MARKET OVERVIEW  
   In the initial years of solar power development in India, O&M was often coupled with EPC and performed by the same vendors, but of late, solar O&M has emerged as a separate market with its own landscape, trends and dynamics. This chapter will cover the following areas:
   - Current size of the solar O&M market
   - Market size by segment
     - Utility-scale, Rooftop, Canal-top & floating solar
   - Key growth trends and drivers
   - O&M Evolution - Reactive to Predictive Analysis
   - Applications in solar O&M, Cost and time savings
   - Emerging Role of Energy Storage
   - Key issues and concerns

3. COST TRENDS  
   The cost of O&M services has been declining over the past few years and the downward trend is expected to continue. The cost composition itself is changing due to greater automation and use of advanced tools. This chapter will cover the following areas:
   - Solar O&M cost trajectory (2012-18)
   - Cost breakup analysis
     - Vehicles and logistics, Equipment and tools, Overheads, Personnel/Manpower, Digital, Others
   - Cost projections (2019-24)
     - Business model evolution, Key cost considerations, Impact of scale, Impact of energy storage, Future cost estimates

4. EMERGING O&M BUSINESS MODELS  
   Globally, there has been a rise of third party solar O&M service providers. As more sophisticated and structured approach emerges in the solar O&M market, third party providers are able to deliver more value to solar investors and owners. This chapter will cover the following areas:
   - Capex-based
   - Profit-sharing
   - Fixed cost
   - O&M extensions
   - Others

5. TERMS OF O&M CONTRACTS  
   It is important for both developers and O&M service providers to clarify and list out their expectations and accordingly draw up a long-term contract. An effective contract will result in higher plant efficiencies. This chapter will cover the following areas:
   - Time periods
   - Product warranties
   - Performance guarantees/SLAs
   - Penalties
   - Ownership
   - Legal terms

6. GRID MANAGEMENT BY O&M PLAYERS  
   As the government becomes stricter in its implementation of forecasting, scheduling and deviation settlement mechanism regulations, grid management will become a key component of O&M players. Integration of energy storage on to existing plants will lead to a greater O&M play. This chapter will cover the following areas:
   - Forecasting and scheduling
   - Deviation settlement management
   - Integration of energy storage into existing plants
   - Cost implications
   - Experience so far

7. O&M COMPANY PROFILES  
   A large number of O&M focused players are coming up, some as hive-offs from existing EPC companies and others as independent specialists. This chapter will have 5-8 profiles of key O&M players in India covering the following:
   - Project portfolio
   - Service offerings
   - Technology tie-ups
   - On-ground experience
   - In-pipeline capacity
   - Etc.

8. DIGITALISATION AND AUTOMATION AT PLANT LEVEL  
   Digitalisation and automation will play a key role in providing efficient O&M services, thereby changing the current O&M cost composition, which is currently dominated by manpower expenses. New technologies are being adopted for improving asset lifecycle management, predictive maintenance, remote sensing and control, cloud computing, and use of drones for visual imaging. A number of companies have also already started using robotics for cleaning modules. This chapter will cover the following areas:
   - Emerging role, applications and use case for the following
     - Manpower and material management, Automated monitoring and big data analytics, Robotics, drones and wearables
   - Growing role of artificial intelligence
     - Machine learning applications, AI field assistants and predictive analytics, Existing use cases
   - Key technology providers
   - Industry Perspective
     - (Views of key personnel from the solar O&M industry and technology providers on the growing role of AI, robotics and data analytics)

9. KEY CHALLENGES, BEST PRACTICES AND CASE STUDIES  
   The lack of attention given to O&M practices is one of the primary challenges that the segment is facing. If the plant is not maintained properly, developers can lose up to 15 per cent of the returns. This chapter will cover the following areas:
   - O&M challenges matrix
   - Best practices (Globally and in India)
   - Case studies (This will cover successes and failures of various technologies, business models and strategies adopted by O&M players)

10. PROJECTED O&M MARKET SIZE (FROM 2019-20 TO 2024-25)  
   The total addressable market for solar PV O&M is expected to reach 30 GW in 2016-19. It is likely to more than triple by 2022 to exceed 100 GW. In fact, going forward, as the installed base gets larger, O&M revenue may even exceed the development and construction revenue. This chapter will cover the following areas:
   - Impact factors
   - Emerging O&M industry structure
   - Short-term projections
   - Medium-term projections
   - Long-term projections

---
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   - Emerging Trends in Technology

5. **Growth Drivers**
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   - CIL’s Technology Upgrade Plans
   - Non-coal Mine Auctions by State Governments
   - Larger Scale of Mining Operations
   - Deeper Deposits and High Stripping Ratios
   - Enhancing Output from Underground Mines
   - Performance Improvement and Cost Efficiency
   - Private Sector and Contract Mining
   - Reducing Carbon Footprint
   - Key Policy Developments

6. **Key Consuming Segments**
   - Coal
   - Lignite
   - Bauxite
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   - Iron Ore
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Each profile covers existing and planned manufacturing capacity, product portfolio, recent initiatives, financial performance, etc.
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**Section I: Market Overview and Trends**

1. **Housing Market Overview**
   - Urbanisation and Demographic Trends, Current Infrastructure Scenario, Institutional Structure, Policy and Regulatory Framework, Recent Government Initiatives, State Initiatives, Key Trends and Growth Drivers, Barriers in Provisioning of Affordable Housing, Upcoming Opportunities, Future Outlook
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3. **Impact of New Policy Developments**
   - Infrastructure Status to Affordable Housing, Impact of GST, RBI’s Priority Sector Lending Norms, Union Budget 2018-19 - Announcements and Expected Impact, Credit-Linked Subsidy Scheme, RERA Act, Impact of the Smart Cities Mission, Other Policy and Regulatory Announcements (tax incentives, increase in carpet area, etc.), Unresolved Legal and Regulatory Issues

4. **Private Sector Experience and PPP Potential**
   - Experience So Far, PPP Policy and New Models, Impact of the New Policy, Industry Views and Expectations, Key Projects and Upcoming Opportunities, Successful Global Models/Case Studies

5. **Project Economics and Investment Experience**
   - Pricing and Profitability, Key Cost Components, Factors Impacting Project Viability/Profitability, Project IRRs, Experience So Far, Funding Sources, Growing Interest from Private Equity/Institutional Investors, New Financing Instruments, Recent Financial Transactions, Investment Projections and Outlook, Issues and Challenges

6. **Central Level Schemes: Progress and Opportunities**
   - Overview, Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana - Urban, Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana - Gramin, Deen Dayal Antyodaya Yojana - National Urban Livelihoods Mission, Outlook and Opportunities

7. **Construction Materials, Design and Techniques**
   - Current Scenario and Practices, Emerging Construction Technologies and Adoption, Advancements and Developments in

# Section II: Outlook, Projections and Opportunities

8. **Demand and Supply Projections**
   - Growth Drivers, Housing Stock Requirement, Housing Supply Projections, Land Requirement, Projections for Material and Equipment Requirements, Sector Outlook

9. **Project Pipeline**
   - Overall Project Pipeline, Project Pipeline by State, By Ownership, By Stage of Development

10. **Top Markets for Affordable Housing**
    - Overview, Ahmedabad, Bengaluru, Chennai, Delhi NCR, Hyderabad, Kolkata, Mumbai, Pune

11. **Market Opportunities**
    - Emerging Opportunities, Under Key Schemes and Projects, Opportunities for Stakeholders

# Section III: Focus on State Initiatives

12. **Major State Profiles and Analysis**
    - Andhra Pradesh, Bihar, Chhattisgarh, Delhi, Gujarat, Haryana, Jharkhand, Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu, Telangana, Uttar Pradesh, West Bengal

# Section IV: Profiles of Key Players

13. **Key Players**
    - Arihant Superstructures, Design Build Serve, Dreams Group, Foliage Real Estate Developers, Janaadhar, Mahindra Lifespaces, Maple Shelters, Panvelkar Group, Poddar Housing & Development, Provident Housing, Shapoorji Pallonji, Sheltrex, Signature Global, SNG Group, Tata Housing, VHBC, XRBIA, Others

(Each profile covers information on company overview, project portfolio – completed & ongoing, upcoming projects, financial performance and future plans.)

---

The report is available in a PDF format.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

SECTION I: PROGRESS, DEVELOPMENTS AND CHALLENGES

1. OVERVIEW AND MISSION UPDATE ........................................
   - Scope and Features
   - Investment Requirements
   - Sources of Funding
   - Union Budget 2019-20: Key Announcements and Likely Impact
   - Overall Progress
   - International Collaborations
   - Other Key Initiatives under the Smart Cities Mission (CITIIS [Cities Investments to Innovate Integrate and Sustain], “Ease of Living” Index, etc.)
   - Issues and Challenges
   - The Way Forward

2. ANALYSIS OF COMPLETED PROJECTS ..................................
   - Overall No. of Projects Completed
   - Analysis by: By Segment, City, Category (Area-based versus Pan-based), Mode of Implementation
   - Investments Mobilised in Completed Projects
   - Most Progressive Cities in terms of Completion Rates

3. ANALYSIS OF PROJECT PIPELINE ........................................
   - Overall Project Pipeline
   - Project Pipeline Analysis: By Category (Area-based and Pan-City Development), Segment*, Mode of Implementation (PPP and non-PPP), Status*, State, City, Period of Completion
   - Top 10-15 Key Investment Cities
   - Top 50 Upcoming Projects
   *Smart energy, smart governance and communication, smart mobility, smart safety and security, smart water and waste management, affordable housing, etc.
   *Under implementation, contracts awarded, bidding/tendering, preliminary/planned/proposed

4. FUTURE OUTLOOK AND MARKET OPPORTUNITIES (Till 2024-25) .....................................
   - Growth Drivers
   - Investment Projections
   - Market Opportunities: Developers, EPC Contractors, Financiers/Long-Term Investors, Technology and Equipment Providers, Consultants, Survey and Investigation Firms, Other stakeholders

5. FINANCING NEEDS AND CHALLENGES ................................
   - Key Sources of Funding (central and state governments, bilateral/multilateral borrowing, convergence with other government schemes, PPPs, etc.)
   - New and Innovative Financing Sources
   - Fund Allocation and Disbursement (city-wise and round-wise)
   - Recent Government Measures
   - Risks and Challenges

6. POTENTIAL FOR PRIVATE INVESTMENT ................................
   - Planned Investment from PPPs
   - Key Thrust Areas
   - Experience So Far
   - Update on PPP Projects (city-wise and segment-wise): Projects Completed, Projects under Implementation, Projects under Planning/Announced Stages
   - Issues and Challenges
   - Future Potential and Outlook

7. EXPERIENCE WITH GREENFIELD SMART CITIES ......................
   - GIFT City
   - Lavasa
   - Dholera
   - Vikram Udyogpuri
   - Integrated Industrial Township Greater Noida Limited
   - Others
   Each case study provides information on key focus areas (mobility, water and waste, energy, governance, safety and security, buildings, communication, etc.); new innovations and technologies; best practices; issues and challenges and key learnings.

8. EXPERIENCE WITH NON-MISSION CITIES ............................
   - Greater Mumbai, Amravati, Delhi (Non-NDMC area), Cuttack
   - Mysuru
   - Others

Each case study provides information on key focus areas (mobility, water and waste, energy, governance, safety and security, buildings, communication, etc.); new innovations and technologies; best practices; issues and challenges and key learnings.

SECTION II: ROUND-UP UPDATE

9. ROUND I (FIRST 20 CITIES) AND FAST TRACK CITIES (13 CITIES)
10. ROUND II CITIES (27 CITIES) ...........................................
11. ROUND III CITIES (30 CITIES) ..........................................
12. ROUND IV CITIES (10 CITIES) ..........................................

Each chapter will cover investment requirements, key sources of funding, progress on projects, best practices/case studies, projects completion timelines, upcoming tenders, and outlook and opportunities.

SECTION III: SEGMENT ANALYSIS

13. MOBILITY ..........................................................
   - Key Segments/Technology Solutions, Performance Indicators, Noteworthy Initiatives/Projects, Issues and Challenges, Key Learnings, Proposed Investments, Outlook and Opportunities (till 2025-26)

14. ENERGY .............................................................
   - Key Segments/Technology Solutions, Performance Indicators, Noteworthy Initiatives/Projects, Issues and Challenges, Key Learnings, Proposed Investments, Outlook and Opportunities (till 2025-26)

15. WATER AND WASTE MANAGEMENT .................................
   - Key Segments/Technology Solutions, Performance Indicators, Noteworthy Initiatives/Projects, Issues and Challenges, Key Learnings, Proposed Investments, Outlook and Opportunities (till 2025-26)

16. SAFETY AND SECURITY ..................................................
   - Key Segments/Technology Solutions, Performance Indicators, Noteworthy Initiatives/Projects, Issues and Challenges, Key Learnings, Proposed Investments, Outlook and Opportunities (till 2025-26)

17. GOVERNANCE AND COMMUNICATION ..............................
   - Key Segments/Technology Solutions, Performance Indicators, Noteworthy Initiatives/Projects, Issues and Challenges, Key Learnings, Proposed Investments, Outlook and Opportunities (till 2025-26)

18. OTHER FOCUS AREAS ..................................................
   - Affordable Housing Education, Parking, Street Lighting, Healthcare, Capacity Building, Roads and Flyovers, City Gas Distribution, Public Amenities

SECTION IV: PROFILES OF KEY COMPLETED PROJECTS

This section will cover brief profiles of key completed projects across various segments.

Each profile will cover:
- Scope, Project Cost, Source of Funding, Type of Project (Area-based or Pan-City), Contractor/Developer, Technology/Service Provider, Completion Date (wherever available), Key Challenges, Lessons Learnt

SECTION V: DATABASE OF KEY PROJECTS

The report will also provide a comprehensive Excel-based database of ongoing and upcoming projects across the water supply, sewerage, waste, energy, mobility, roads, flyovers, safety and security, e-governance, healthcare, capacity building and city gas distribution segments.

Each project will provide information on:
- Scope, Current Status, Mode of Implementation, Implementing agency, Project Cost, Type of Project (Area-based or Pan-City), Contractor/Developer, Expected Date of Completion, etc.

The report will be available in a PDF format
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## Market Analysis, Outlook and Opportunities
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# Sewage Treatment Market in India 2018

## Executive Summary

### Section I: Market Overview and Trends

#### 2. Sector Size and Growth

- Sewerage Sector Snapshot
- Treatment Capacity
- Institutional Framework
- Policy and Regulatory Framework
- Norms for Sewage Treatment
- Key Trends
- Recent Developments
- Current Tariff Structure and Revisions
- Issues and Challenges

#### 3. Investment Scenario and PPP Experience

- Experience So Far
- Funding Sources and Financing Model
- Key Sources of Revenue
- Cost Components
- Project Economics
- PPP Trends
- Case Studies of PPP Projects
- Key Success Factors
- Role of Multilateral Funds
- Investment Requirements

#### 4. Focus on Hybrid Annuity Model

- Salient Features
- Experience So Far
- Key Projects (Ongoing, Upcoming, Announced)
- Industry Expectations
- Risks and Challenges
- Future Outlook

### Section II: Market Outlook and Opportunities

#### 8. Demand Drivers

- Growth in Population and Urbanisation
- Depleting Water Resources
- Increasing Focus on Recycle and Reuse
- Others

#### 9. Opportunities Under Key Government Initiatives

- Snapshot of Key Government Initiatives
- Namami Gange Programme
- Atal Mission for Rejuvenation and Urban Transformation (AMRUT)
- Smart Cities Mission
- Swachh Bharat Mission

#### 10. Project Pipeline

- Overall Project Pipeline
- Summary of Key Projects in Pipeline
- Project Pipeline by State
- Project Pipeline by Status
- Project Pipeline by Mode of Implementation
- Project Pipeline by Completion Period
- Key Sewerage Projects – Short-term Opportunity
- Key Sewerage Projects – Long-term Opportunity

#### 11. Future Projections and Market Opportunities (till 2025-26)

- Investment Requirements
- Expected Capacity Addition
- Market Opportunities
- Sector Outlook

### Section III: Focus on Emerging Segments

#### 12. Energy from Sewage

- Existing Capacity
- Relevant Technologies
- Technologies in use across Cities
- Upcoming Projects
- Potential for Energy Consumption

#### 13. Recycle and Reuse

- Experience So Far
- Current Practices
- Standards for Reuse
- Technologies in use across Cities
- Potential for Recycle and Reuse
- Issues and Challenges
- Segment Outlook

### Section IV: Key City Profiles

#### 14. Profiles of Key Cities

- Mumbai, Hyderabad, Chennai, Bengaluru, Delhi, Ahmedabad, Kolkata, Surat, Pune, Nagpur, Pimpri Chinchwad

---

The report is available in a PDF format.
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# Executive Summary

## Section I: Recent Trends, Developments and Outlook
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- Sector Outlook

### 2. DPP 2016 and Strategic Partnership Model
- An Introduction to DPP
- DPP 2016
- Decoding Acquisition Categories
- Buy (Indian - IDOM)
- Make/Category - Features
- Impact on Capital Procurement under the Buy Indian (IDDM) and Make Indian Categories
- Amendments to DPP 2016
- Impact of Amendments
- Strategic Partnership Model
- Next Steps Towards New DPP - Draft DPP-2018
- State-Level Defence Manufacturing Policies
- Unsolved Issues and Concerns

### 3. Defence Manufacturing Landscape
- Current Scenario; Defence Production by DPSUs/OFB; Capital Expenditure; Growth Drivers; Key Developments; Industrial Licensing; FDI; Defence Electronic Manufacturing; Focus on Modernisation; Acquisition under Make in India; Current Role of MSMEs; Measures to Improve MSMEs Potential; Potential Role of MSMEs; Upcoming Contracts; Market Opportunity; Future Outlook

### 4. Potential for Private Sector Participation
- Experience So Far; Major Developments; Key Players; SP Policy; Impact of the Strategic Partnership Policy; Key Completed/In Process of Delivery Projects; Focus on JVs and Collaborations; Tax Environment; State-Level Incentives; Recently Awarded Contracts; Emerging Areas of Private Participation; Upcoming Opportunities; Issues and Challenges; The Way Forward

### 5. Sector Outlook and Market Opportunities
- Investment Requirements; Budget Projections; Acquisition Plans of Armed Forces; Opportunities in Future Acquisitions/Programmes; Infrastructure Development (Manufacturing Clusters and Parks); Capital Acquisition in Defence Procurement; Segment-wise Opportunities

## Section II: Defence Offsets: Progress and Opportunities

### 6. Defence Offsets Market
- Evolution of Indian Defence Offset Industry; Progress So Far; Indian Offset Guidelines: Impact and Gaps; Discharged Offset Obligations; Key Offset Contracts and Performance; Incentives and Penalties; Issues and Challenges

### 7. Future Potential and Outlook
- Upcoming Contracts and Orders; International Best Practices; Expectations from the New Offset Guidelines; Outlook and Opportunities; Next Steps for IOPs

## Section III: Segment Analysis and Outlook

### 8. Key Segments
- Aerospace: Overview; Global Aerospace Industry; Fleet Size; IAF Aircraft; Industry Structure; Key Domestic Players; Key International Players; Other Key Vendors; Trends in Aerospace Expenditure; Export and Imports; Role of DRDO and OB; Key Contracts Awarded; Collaborations and Tie-ups; Upcoming Contracts and Orders; Make in India Initiative; Products under Make in India
- Impact of Make in India on Indigenisation; Focus on Indigenisation; Focus on Indigenisation - Requirements of IAF; Modernisation Plans - Ongoing and Completed; New Launches; Big-ticket Projects; RFIs and RfPs; Market Opportunities; Segment Outlook
- Armoured and Defence Logistics Vehicles: Introduction; Trends in Expenditure; Market Size of Armoured and Defence Vehicles; Industry Structure; Key Public and Private Players - Armoured and Defence Vehicles; Key Public and Private Players - Heavy/Construction Vehicle; Providers; Key Developments; Key Contracts Awarded; Key Collaborations and Tie-ups; Make in India and Focus on Indegenisation; Impact of Make in India; R&D initiatives; Modernisation Plans- Armoured Vehicles; New Launches/Inductions/Upgrade; Upcoming Contracts; Market Opportunity; Segment Outlook
- Electronics and Communication Systems: Market Size and Growth; Trends in Budgetary Allocations
- Arms and Ammunition: Market Size and Growth; Trends in Expenditure; Key Contracts Awarded; Industry Structure and Key Players; Role of DRDO; Role of OB; Collaborations and Tie-ups; Impact of Make in India on Indigenisation; Modernisation Plans and New Product Launches; Upcoming Contracts; Segment Outlook
- Shipbuilding: Existing Fleet Size; Trends in Expenditure; Key Contracts Awarded; Industry Structure and Key Players; Role of DRDO; Collaborations and Tie-ups; Impact of Make in India on Indigenisation; Modernisation Overview and Plans; Upcoming Contracts; Segment Outlook

## Section IV: Key Players

### 9. Profiles of Defence Public Sector Undertakings (DPSUs)
- Bharat Dynamics Limited; Bharat Electronics Limited; Bharat Earth Movers Limited; Garden Reach Shipbuilders and Engineers Limited; Goa Shipyard Limited; Hindustan Aeronautics Limited; Hindustan Shipyard Limited; Mazagon Dock Limited; Mishra Dhatu Nigam Limited

### 10. Profiles of Private Players
- Airbus Group India; Ashok Leyland Defence Systems; Bharat Forge Limited; BAE Systems India; Boeing India; Larsen and Toubro (L&T); Dassault Aviation; Tata Group; Reliance Defence Limited; Punj Lloyd Industries Limited; Mahindra Defence Systems; Adani Defence & Aerospace; Other Players (Domestic and Foreign)

Each profile gives an overview of the company’s operations, key contracts, recent collaborations, joint ventures, and future plans and strategies.
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